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An algorithm is given for determining a minimum cardinality clique cover on graphs that do 
not contain claws, odd holes or odd anti-holes. These graphs are also shown to be Berfect so 
that we obtain a new proof of the strong perfect graph theorem for claw-free graphs. A 
by-product of our analysis is an algorithm for determining a maximum crtrdinality clique on 
claw-free perfect -graphs. 
Let G = (V, E) be a finite, ur:,irected, loopless graph without multiple edges; V 
and E denote the vertex and edge sets of G, respectively. The maximum vertex 
packing problem is to find an independent set in G of maximum cardinality; 
denote this number by a(G). The minimum clique cover problem is to find a set 
of cliques of minimum cardinality whose union covers V; denote this number by 
0(G). Note that cue e(G). since given a cover of G by clique;, no independent 
set can have more than one vertex from each clique. 
A graph G is said to be perfect if (X(H) = 0(H) for every (vertex) induced 
subgraph H of G. Berge’s strong perfect graph conjecture states that G is perfect 
if and only if G does not contain C2,, +, or CT,, + ,, n 2 2 (an odd hole or odd 
anti-hole) as an induced subgraph. Throughout the paper we use the following 
characterization of o ales. 
. Atz odd cycle that does no! contain (L triangle cmr~aim m odd hole. 
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A graph is claw-free IF it does no’ contain & (a craw) as a v(:rtex induced 
subgraph. Clearly a vertex induced subgraph of a claw-free graph s claw-free. 
The maximum vertex packing problem on c aw-free graphs hias bren solved by 
Minty [8] and Sbihi [ 1 I]. Using this fact, wle will give a polynomial algorithm for 
the minimum clique cover problem on claw-free perfect graphs. A different 
algorithm has been obtained independently by Koch [7] and recentIll/ Gratschel et 
al. [3] have shown how the ellipsoid method can be used to solve th’s: packing and 
covering problems in polynomial time for all perfec: graphs. 
Besides the claw-free property, our algorithm uses only the fact that there exist 
110 odd holes or odd anti-holes in the graph. Therefore the algorithm also 
provides an ahernative proof of the theorem that the strong perfect graph 
conjecture is true for claw-free graphs. This theorem was first pro$red by Parth- 
asarathy and Ravindra [9] and subsequently proved by Hsu [S] :.nd Giles and 
Troticy [2]. 
A:; a by-product, a simple algorithm is obtained for the maximum clique 
probLz!n on claw-Lee perfect graphs. Poljak [IO] has shown that the maximum 
vertex packing problem on graphs without triangles is NP-hard. Th;: complement 
of such a graph is claw-free. Therefore, without perfection, the m;iximum clique 
p~blem is NP-hard on claw-free graphs. This gives another indication that 
perfection might play a very important role in graph optimization problems. 
In Section 2 we give the main theorems and algorithms for a minimum clique 
cover and a maximum clique. Section 3 conitain’; the procfs of st:veral lemmas 
used in the proof of the theorems. 
Let P be a vertex packing in G = (V, EL We shall call vertices in P black 
vertices and vertices in V\P white vertices. An aItentati,lg path is a simple path 
whose white vertices form an independent set. A white altematittg path is an 
alternating path whose endpoints are white. An augn~entirzg path is a white 
alternating path whose white vertices are joined to no black vertices outside the 
patlh. Clearly if G contains an augmenting path with respect to the packing P, 
then P is not maximum. Minty [8] has shown that if G is a claw-free graph and P 
is not maximum, th:n there exists an augmenting path in G and a polynomial 
algorithm to find su,:h a path. 
We assume hereafter that the graph G contains no claws, odd holes or odd 
anti-holes. Our algorithm first finds a maximum vertex packing P. Taking a vertex 
u In P, we determine a clique Cu corr;aining u such that P\{u} s a maximum 
packing in the subgraph induced by V\C,,: denote bgraph by! G,,. Then WC 
replace G by 6, and P by P\(u). A recursive tion of this procedure 
G to an empty graph and yields a clique ler C, actually a partition, 
that ( C( == iPI. Thus, C is a minimum clique cover and CX( 6’) = 6 (G). Si 
algorithm can be applied to any subgraph N of G, v _ get a(H) = d(H) for al! H. 
Hence G i? perfect. 
e algorithm more specifically, we net:d to classify the neighbors of 
a vertex in a packing. Given a maximum packing P oF G and a vertex u in P, we 
define the following sets: 
N(u) = {x 1 x E V, x is adjacent to u}. 
F(u) = (x ] x E IV’ ). x is adjacent to no vertex of F’ other than u}. 
A ,( u‘P = {x 1 x E N(u)\IW, there exists an augmenting path from x to 
some y $ M(u) with respect to P\{ u} in G}. 
A,(u) = {x 1 x E N(u)\(F(u)U A,(u)), there exists an augmenting path 
from .Y to some y E N(u) with respect to B\{z} in G}. 
A!(u) = {X 1 x E AZ(u), .X is not adjacent to a!! vertices in F(u)tiA,(u)). 
When there is no ambiguity, we shall omit the index u iq the above sets. 
We will construct a C,, containing {u} U F U A, such that if there exists an 
augmenting path from x to y with respect to P\{u> in G and x, y E AZ, then one 
of (x, y} will be in C’#,. Therefore, by deletin g Cu from G, we will not create any 
augmenting paths in G,. Hence P\(u) is a maximum packing in 6 (. 
The construction of C,, will be clear once we have analyzed the structure of 
N(S). Let G” be the subgraph ot G induced on N(u) ;Ind let Go be its 
complement. 
emma 1. (TJ” is hf;partite. 
rocllf. Since the subgraph induced by N(u) (J(L)- is clam-free and every vertex of 
Go is adjacent to u, @’ cannot have triangles. Furthern,?re G” has no odd 
anti-holes so that (?’ has no odd holes. Thus, by Proposition 1, G” has no odd 
cycles. 
Le:t G” be the subgraph of G” induced on FU A, U AZ. As a result of Lemma 
1, c* is bipartite. Thus we can partition FU A, U A2 into V, and V2 such that all 
edges of c* have one end in V, and the othi:r in V=. If there exists an 
augmenting path between x, y E A2 with respect ;a P\(u) in G, then edge 
(x, Y)E c”; hence :: E V&YE V2. Thus if FuA, c V,, then Cu = V,U{u} is a 
clique in G with t contains no augmenting paths with respect 
to the packing P’\{L ). ur main theorem states that the partitioning can be done 
in thiy, way. 
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The proof of Theorem 1 uses two lemmas whose proofs are long and intricate. 
We will state the lemmas and the proof of Theorem 1 here. These lemmas, as well 
as others required in their proofs, will be proved in the next section. 
. Vt7rfices in F u A , fornl a clique iaz G*. 
a 5. lf x. y E AT, then every path between x and y in c* has an ever1 number 
of edge:;. 
FQO Lemma 1 states that there exists a partition (V,. Vz) of the 
vertices of i;* such that all edges of G” have one end in V, and the other in Vz. 
Lemma 5 then implies that Vz can be chosen so that A: c V2. Now by definition 
of A:, there are no edges in @’ with one end in .FUA, and the other erd in 
A2\.4:F. Also, by Lemma 2, there are no edges in C?* with both ends in Fc; A,. 
Thus if AT E Vz. then V, can be chosen such that F U A, c 11,. 
‘Given u E P, it is simple to determine F(u). Then Minty’s augmenting path 
algorithm can be used to determine A,(u) and A,(u). Given these sets it is simple 
to determine AT(u). Now place F U A, in VI, AT in V2 and determine the 
partition of A,\Az between V, and V2 in the obvious way. Let Ai = {x 1 x E Az 
and included in V,}. Fillally set Cu ={u}UFUAIUA; and then repeat the whole 
procedure with G replaced by G,, the graph induced by V\C,, and P replaced by 
P\(u). Theorem 1 implies that P\,(u) is a maximum packing on G,. Corlsequently, 
a recursive application of this procedure yields a set of IPI disjoint ctiques that 
constitute a minimum clique cover of G. 
The algorithm may be applied to any subgraph of G, which implies 
emfe 2. Graphs without claws, odd holes and odd anti-holes are perfect. 
Let n = IVI. The dominant step in Minty’s algorithm for finding an augmenting 
path is the solution of a maximum matching problem, which can be done by an 
algorithm whose running time is O( n’m”)-see Even and Kariv [I]. The augment- 
ing path step may be repeated no more than rt3 times in the process of finding a 
maximum vertex packing and then again no more than n3 times in finding a 
minimum clique cover. Hence both the minimum clique cover and maximum 
vertex packins algorithms for claw-free perfect graphs have running times 
bounded by a polynomial in n of degree 5.5. 
The algorithm for the maximum clique problem on claw-free perfect graph4 is a 
simpie consequence of Lemma 1. Since (5” is bipartite, w can find a maximum 
vertex packing Pu on G” efficiently by the 0(n2.“) algorithm of Hopcroft and 
Karp [a]. PU IJ {u} is a maximum clique in G that contains u. Thus we can find the 
U _lu}l over all u E G and, consequently, a maximum clique of 
Let C, be the subgraph of G induced by V\{u}. Unless otherwise specified, 
augmenting paths will be with respect to the packing P\(U) on the graph G1. For 
each u E N(u)\F(u) let 6 be the unique black vertex adjacent to u and different 
from u. 
lf a vertex 
the er~dpoints of the path. 
in N( I!) is on an then it rztust be one of 
roof. Every vertex in N(u) is adjacent to at most one black vertex in G ,. 
Let Q,, d = 1.2. he distinct augmenting paths that intersect .~t vertex 
v. lf v is not an endpoint of either path but is the nearest intersection point to some 
endpoirlr. then v is a black vertex. 
roof. If v was a white vertex, then since c is a nearest intersection point to some 
endpoint, v would have more than two biack neighbors and the graph would 
contain a claw. 
LA v ,, v2 E N(u)\F(u). I.-et Q be an augmerltirzg path from v, to VT 
(#v,,. L&i v; be ihe successor of 17, along Q. I’f 6, = fi2 atid there exists /:o 
augrnerlting path from v2 to VT, then (v,, vi )E E. 
roof. Since there exists no augmenting path from v2 to up, v2 must be adjacent 
to some white vertex in the path &v’,(along 0)~ 1 . * Let v$ be such a white vertex 
closest to v2. If vi # vi we have an odd hole. Hence v; = vi and ( u2, 11 I) E E. 
We shall use the notation {x, (a, b, c)} to mean th2t (x, a), (x, b), (x, c ) E i5. 
osi 5. Suppose there exists an augmenting path Q fro/l1 x to y, x, y E A2 
and (x. z), (y, Z)E E where z E N(u)\F(u). Then X = y = 5. 
{z, (f. x, y )}+X = 2 or y = 5. If, without loss of g erality, 2 = Z and 3’# Z 
Z(along Q)jj)~z i; an odd cycle without triangles. y Proposition I, we get 
an odd hole. 
* Vertices irr F U A, form a clique irl G? 
. First of all, vertices in F form a clique, ere .,vould in 
respect to OSitli)?l 1 arId t 
non-existenc-e of c vertex in F is adjac(ent all vertices irk A,. 
at vertices in A, form a clique. 
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Consider u,, U+ A,, zjl # u2. Let /)i be an augmenting path from ui to 
21: $ M(U), i = I, 2. Consider the following cases: 
~clse ‘s: 0, n Q2 = @ If there exists no edge between the two paths, then 
r)T(aloni; Q,ju,uu,(: long &)pl; is an augmenting path with respect to P in G. 
Hence there are some edges from Q, to Q2. These edges must go from white 
vertices to white vertices. Thus, there exists some odd cyclfe. By Proposition 1, G 
must contain a triangle. The only possible candidate is u1 ~2)~. Hence (?I,, ZJ& E E. 
Case 2: Q, n Cl2 # 8. Let si be a black vertex in Q, n Q2. (Existence of Si 
follows from Proposition 3.3 Let xi and yi be the predecessor and successor of Si 
in Qi+ j = 1,2. Si may have 2, 3 or 4 white neighbors in 0, U Cl2 depending on 
whether the predecessors and successors cf Si a.~ in Q, Tr Q2. We call Si type I if Si 
has 4 white neighbors, (xf, y:), (yl, X:)E El and (xi, XT), (yf, yT)$ E; otherwise we 
call s, type II. A type I configuration is shown in Fig. 1. 
Eer 3,. . . . . s, be the sequence of black vertices in Q, n Q2, determined by 
follov/in;; Q1 from u, to UT. The proof is now broken into two subcases. 
(~1 There i s a type II vertex in the sequence. Let si be the first type II vertex in 
the sequence. Then 5)); has 3 or 4 white neighbors. Either its predecess . . or 
su~essors are Joined by an edge, otherwise there would bz a claw. SuppLsl, its 
successors W, and w2 are such that (w,, W~)E . Call the set of vertices of Qi fi*o!rl 
u up :o and including Wiq (pi, i I= 1,2. Consider the odd set of vertices hr := 
((u f. #.I Q; U Q;)‘i(sj)l _ 1 * WC construct a hamiitonian cycle on H using edges in 
01, :‘I;- (u, 11,)~ (u, u,). (w,. w2) and (x:, y:), (XT. y:) around each si (see Fig. 2). 
By Proposition I this odd cycle must contain a triangle. The only pos;ible 
candidcite is u 1 a+. Hence ( uI, u2) E E. The same argument works if w, and MF? are 
predecessors. 
(b) There is 110 type II vertex in the sequence. Let The successor of s, alo,ng Qi 
be w i == 1,2. 1’F w, E F(s,) for either i = I or 2, then by the argument given above 
(w, L~*~)E JY.Ot’herwise Wi E A,(s,), i = 1,2. In this case, call the set of vertices of 
Q, from and including ~7~ to UT, Ql, i = 1,2. We have Qi n Q; = g. Therefore, 
usip7c! the argument of Cage 1 with u replaced by s, and Ui by Wi, we conclude that 
Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 2. 
G contains the triangle wIs,wz. Thus (w,, w,) E E and s, is not a t!lpe I vertex. 
which is a contradiction. 
emma 3. Let x, y E AZ be such that there exists all auplenring path Q from x to y. 
If x E AT, then y$ AT. 
roof. Suppose y E AT. Let vl, v+ FUA1 be such that (x, v2)_ (y, v,,q? E. Then 
{ 14, (x, y, v2 I}+ ( y, v2) E E ; similarly (x, v,) E E. Consider three cases: 
Case 1: vl, vz E F Then vzy(along Q)xv,v2 is an odd cycle with no triangle. By 
Proposition 1, G has an odd hole. 
Case 2: vl, v:: E A,. Let Q, be an augmenting path from vi to v: 4 N(u). 
Consider two subcases: 
(a) cl = fi2. Then if V, is different from X, y, we again have an odd cycle 
v,y(along I])xv,vz Gth no triangles. Hence the following cases remain: 
(i) 6, = X (= fi2) and is different from y. Let v’ be the successor of Z along Q. 
Since x’f 7, v’ cannot be y. Then {X, (x, v2, v’)}=> (v2, V’)E E and {II?, (v,. v’, y)}+ 
(v,, V’)E E. But then, by Proposition 1, uv,v’(along Q)yu is an odd hole. 
(ii) 2-‘, = x’ = y (= i&L Let u: ’ )e the successor ot 6; along , i = 1, 2. Since 
. (A, v:,. (Y, v:)E E. f L‘; = II;, then 1’; Hoyt’; is an odd 
hole. Hence vi f- v;l. Consider the segment of pi from t:!, (= 6,). Since v{, vS E 
he odd cycle v,xv~yv~~~~ plies 
en we conclude uc ; c;, y.)c’02 t16 is an 
odd anti-hole. 
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(b) 6, f fi2. {u,, (cl, x, v,)}$ X =I 0,. Similarly, 7 = fi2. Hence v,x’(along Q)ev,v, 
is an odd cycle. Suppose this odd cycle contains a triangle; the only two 
possibilities are 21, Xv I or u#J?, where U: is the successor of Vi along Q, i = 1,2. 
Consider t!k triangle v ,x’v i. Then t;u,vi(along Q)yu is an odd hole by Proposi- 
tion 1. Hence there exists no triangle and we get an odd hole. 
Curse 3: Let ;:I, E A,, USE F. {t1,,(2)~, x, v2)5+Z = 6,. Let Q1 be an augmenting 
path from U, to UT< # N(u)). Let x1 be the successor of x’ along Q,. 
Since x f A ,, by Proposition 4, we must have (x, x,) E E. So x, $ Q. If x’ = jj, then 
(y, x,k E. If (v2. X,)E E, then v,yx~~~,~x,~, is an odd anti-hole. If (v2, x&q! E, 
then x~xu~~/~Yx, is an odd hole. Hence X#jX 
Note that uz cannot be adjacent to any white vertex on Q except y. Let x2 be 
the successor of x’ along Q. Then {X,(x,, x2, v,)}+(v,.x2k E or (x,, X~)E E. If 
(v,,x2k E, then u,x,(along Q)jjy~~~, is an odd cycle without triangles. If 
(x,, x’,)c: E, then v,xx,xz(along Q)jjyv,tr, is an odd cycle with no possible chords 
except from x, to a vertex s of Q between x1 and 7. (x,.(x,x2, s)}+(x~, S)E E, 
hence s must be the successor of x2 along Q. But then uxx,s(along Q)jiyu is an 
ocjd hole. 
Since we have derived contradictions in all three cases, it follows that y$ AT. 
Eemmta 4, If x, y E At, then (x, yk E. 
Proof. Suppose (x, y)$ E. By Lemma 3, there does not exist an augmenting path 
from x to y. In particular, X # y. Let x’, yk A2 be such that xQ,x’ and yQ,y’ are 
augmenting paths. By Lemma 3, x’, y’$ A:. If x’ = y’. we get a cla\v {u, (x, y, x’)}. 
Thus, x’ # y’. Also {u, (x, x’, y)}=$(x’, y)~ E. Similarly, (y’, X)E E. 
Let tl, QE FUA, be such that (v,, y)$E, (vl,x)$E. Then we have 
(x, u1 1, (y, II,) E E. Also (x’, vi) and (y’, vi) e E, i = 1,2. Consider the following 
cases: 
Case 1: vl, u2 E F. If (x’, y’) E E, then applying Proposition 5 to x’, y’, y and 
y’? x’, x, \:ve get Z’ = 7’ = jj and jj’ = 2 = x’. Hence x’ = 7. Thus (x’, y’)$ E. 
Now, x(along Q,)x’vZy’x is an odd cycle. Hence we must have x’ = j? Similarly, 
we have 7 = 9. Let u, be the predecessor of 2 along Qz and u2 be the successor 
of y along Q2. By :‘roposition 4, (x, U,)E E. Now, u,xu,(along Q2)Vx’~, is an odd 
cycle. The only candidates for triangles are u lxv l and @x’. If (u,, u,) E E, we get 
the claw {ul, (u,, X, z)} where 2 is the predecessor of u l along Q2. If (u2, x’) E E, 
then (A’, (v,, u2, y)} implies (u,, ci+ E. But then v,xu,(along Qz)u2vI is .an odd 
hole. 
Case 2: ul, v2 E A ,. Applying F’roposition 5 to x, 2) l, x’ and y, v2, y ‘, we have 
2 = 6, = j;’ . and jj = c2 = y”. If (x’, y’) E E, then, by applying Proposition S to x’, y’. y. 
we have X’ = 7 = jj and hence .: = jj. Thus (x’, y’)$ E. But then x~~,x’~)~Y’x is an 
odd hole. 
Case 3: v1 E A, and v2 c F. Applying Proposition 5 to x, ul, x’, we have 
X = v, = rc’. {y’, (x, y’, ~~)}=$Z=y’(=fi,=Z’). If (x’,y’)sE, then Z=Z’=jj’=y by 
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Proposition 5. Thus (x’, y’)ef E. Let u’ be the predecessor of x along (&. By 
Proposition 4, (x, u’) E E. Now, x’xu’(along @)yx is an odd cycle. Hence we must 
have (x’, U’)E E. {x’, (u’, y, u,)}~(u,, U’)E E. Also, u2 cannot be adjacent to any 
white vertex on Q2. But then u,u’(along Q2)yu2u, is an odd hole. 
Since the assumption (x, y)# E leads to contradictions in all cases, we must 
have (x, y)~ E. 
. 
Lemma 5. Ifx, y E A T. then every path between x and y in @’ hay aI, euen rmrnt~er 
of edges. 
hoof. Suppose there is a path of odd length in G” joining two vertices in A!. 
Let x,wl l l l w2,,y, be a shortest one. By Lemma 4, (x,, y ,) is not in G*. Hence 
this path has length 23 (i.e. n 2 1). The induced subgraph of G* on 
x,w, ’ l 0 w~,,Y, is precisely the path; otherwise there would be a shorter odd 
length path. Also if any Wi E A:, we would get a shorter odd length path. Hence 
Wi 4 A$, Hi. Since Wi is not adjacent to Wi+, in G”, we have Wi $ F U A, ; thus, 
Wi E A,\(AT), Vi. 
Let ul, U+Z FU A, be such that (u,, y,), (u,, x,)4 E. By the bipartiteness of G*, 
(u,, x,), (,y2, y,)~ E. Consider the following three cases: 
Cclse 1: u,, u2E E {w,k_,, (y,, u,, G&-,)}* jj, = bi&__,, 1 S k S n. Similarly, we 
have 2, = W2k, 1 c k s II. 
Now, {y,. (x,, 02, 5,)13X, = y’,. Hence x, = y, = Wi, Vi. But then 
x,+x,w, . l . w2,,y,uJ, is an odd anti-hole. 
&se 2: u,, u+A,. Let Qi be an augmenting path from Ui to ~“4 N(U), 
i = 1,2. Consider two cases: 
(a) X, # y’,. {x,, (x,, y,, u,)HX, = fi,. Similarly, Y, = &. {y,, ty,, WI, x,)H WI = 
y,. Similarly, E2,, =X,. For 1 <k s n, {wZk_,, (ti2k_i, w,, x,)}+ *2k-, =X, or yl. 
Similarly W2k _2 = 2, or 9, for 1 < k G P. 
Let u,(u21 be the successor of &(jQ along the augmenting path 0,(Q2). By 
Proposit.ion 4, (x,, u,), (y,, u2k E. {y,, (u2. x1, u&Xx,, u2k E: similarly 
(y,, u,k E. 
If u, = u2, then, by Proposition 4, \Wi, U,)E E,Vi and u,u2xlwl l l 9 w~,,Y~u~u~ is 
an odd anti-hole. Hence u, # u2. Now, u2j&u2u,x,u2 is an odd cycle, so it must 
have a triangle. Hence (u,, u,) E E. Similarly, (u?. u, ) E E. Now {I.+, (uz. Z,, v,))+ 
(u,, 2,)~ E. Similarly (rc,, ~J)E E. 
Let Wi, be such that pi, =X, (the case for 7, is similar). By Proposition 4. 
(wi,. U,)E E. Furthermore, u2xl w,,u2~,uz is an odd cycle. Hence we must have 
(~Vi,, u2) E E. Therefore u, and IA-, are connected to wi, vi. 
Let s be the s.,clzcessor f x, along tire path Oz. By Proposition 4, (wz?,,, S) 
But then we get a claw {We,,, (s, u2, u7)}. 
(b) 2, = jj,. Consider two cases: 
(i) c2 = 7, (=x1). {u,,(u,, u~,x,)}~~, "2,. Consider Wi. If (Wi,x,)EE, 
F E 12. 
then 
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(Wi9 (@i, X19 V2)1=3 *i =x,. If (Uri, y,)~ E, then {We, (Gi, y,, U,)}+ Gi =: 7, =X,. Hence 
kT$ = X,? Vi. 
Let vi be the successor of fii along Qi. By Proposition 4, UI is adjacent to 
x,, y,, wj, vi. If 0; = ~4, then v&x,w, l 9 l w2,,y1v1u; is an odd anti-hole. Hence 
v ; # u;. Since 2! i, Z$E .F(if,) U A,&), by Lemma 2, (& D;)E E. If (u;, c2)$ E, 
then t&x,w, l - l w2,,y g.~ v i is an odd anti-hole. Hence (~5, 02) E E. Similarly, 
(us, U,)E E. We have v;, 1 ZJ 4 N(U) since either U; is the terminal vertex of Qi or 
cannot be in N(u) by Proposition 2. Thus UU&X,W, . l l wz,,yIv,v~u is an odd 
anti-hole. 
(ii) fiz # jj,. (~2, (y,, u,, &)}3U, =&. Note that *i -7 ti, or i,. If Gi =X1, Vi, 
then X,ZJ~X,W, l l l ~~~y,v,X, is an odd anti-hole. Hence there must exist some wi, 
SWh thal Gi, = c2. (= 8,). Let Q2 be an augmenting path from u2 to uf 4 N(w). Let 
u1 be the successor of ti2 along Q2. By Proposition 4, (Wi,, u,) E E. Wi, must also be 
adjacent to either x, or y,. Assume (Wi,, ~1) E E (the case (Wi,, y ,) E E is similar). 
(w,, (q, ul, u&3(x,, U,)E E Now u,x,~,~)~~~u, is an odd cycle, hence we must 
have (y,, u&E. But then {y,&, ul, ~~)}+(a,, U,)E E. Since u1 can only be 
adjacent to two black vertices, X, must be in Q2. Let u2 be the successor of pi in 
Q2. Since y 1 $ A,, (y ,, u2) E E by Proposition 4. But then we get the claw 
(Y,, (2329 Ul, u,H. 
Case 3: U,EF and VIE A,. Let Q2 be an augmenting path from v2 to 
$8 4 N(U)). (~2, (fi2, y,, u,)}* G2 = j&* (x,, (X,, cl, y&$X, = y’,. For 1 s k G rt, 
{W2k-,, (K&--,, ylY u,))* 7, = i+2k_,. Similarly 2, = *2k. 
Again, ~1, ~1, ~2, Wj, j = 1, . . . ,2~z are all adjacent to a unique black vertex 2, 
(different from u). Let u, be the successor of X, along Q2. By Proposition 2, 
b, UI)$ E. BY Proposition 4, (u,, xl), (u,, y,), (u,, Wj)E E. If (u,, U,)E E, then we 
get an odd anti-hole UU,U2X,W, l l l W2ny,v,z,U. If (u,, u&E, then 
U&K*W, * * l ~~~~~~~~~~~ is an odd anti-hole. 
Again, w: have derived contradictions in all cases. Hence there does not exist 
any odd lewth path in @ from x tcj y. 
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